Can small-vessel disease-related cerebral abnormalities be used as a surrogate marker for vascular dementia trials?
Clinical scales for measuring the effectiveness of disease-modifying therapies in patients with vascular dementia are of limited sensitivity. Moreover, they cannot serve to directly probe the potential of a drug in slowing further progression of vascular damage. Assessment of morphologic abormalities that reflect ischemia-related cerebral tissue changes and have a bearing on cognitive function could serve to address both of these aspects and, if sensitive enough, could constitute an ideal surrogate for measuring progression of the disease. For drug licensing agencies a validated surrogate has to meet several requirements: First, the surrogate must predict the future clinical course. Second, the effect of treatment on the disease must be explained by the effect of the treatment on the surrogate; the treatment needs to affect clinical outcome by working through mechanisms related to the surrogate. Third, evidence must exist that treatments of various classes affect the surrogate in the same and predictable manner. Apart from these requirements, regulatory guidelines may also allow the use of even an unvalidated surrogate if it is considered reasonably likely to predict future clinical outcome or disease activity. Various morphologic measures, particularly those using conventional or more sophisticated MRI techniques have already shown a close correlation to neuropsychologic functions. If these associations can also be confirmed in longitudinal studies and following specific treatments, morphologic markers will play a major role in future clinical trials of vascular dementia.